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A ring is left T-nilpotent if for every sequence (oj, a 2 , • • • ) of its elements there is an index n such that a\ a 2 • • • a n = 0. In this note we shall consider two related properties of a ring, which we shall call (s) (for subsequence) and (r) (for rearrangement). . We shall show that (s) is equivalent to left T-nilpotence; (r) on the other hand, is a bit more difficult to pin down.
It is clear that both (s) and (r) are implied by left T-nilpotence and all three properties coincide on commutative rings. By looking at constant sequences we can see that rings with (s) or (r) are nil.
Our demonstration of the equivalence of (s) and T-nilpotence relies very much on an attractive theorem (and proof) of Lanski [3] : a semiprime ring cannot be a finite union of right annihilators. This proof in turn makes essential use of Bernhard Neumann's result that if a group is a finite union of cosets it is the union of the ones corresponding to subgroups of finite index [4] .
THEOREM 1 . A ring satisfies (s) (if and) only if it is left T-nilpotent.
PROOF: Let A ^ 0 have (s). We shall first prove that A is the union of finitely many right annihilators.
Suppose this is not so. We shall denote the right annihilator of an element a by (a: 0). If 0 ^ ai £ A, then A ^ (ai: 0) so there exists an a 2 G A with 0102 ^ 0. Since clearly a 2 ^ 0, we have 520 B.J. Gardner [2] Hence for some as ^ 0 we have Oias, 0203, a 1 a 2 a 3 =£ 0. If now there exist <*i > 0-2, • • • j On such that every non-zero "subsequence" of (01, a 2 , • • • , a n ) has nonzero product in the indicated order then A is not the union of the right annihilators of these products, so there exists an a n +i E A such that 7ra n +i ^ 0 for every such product 7T. But a product of a "subsequence" of (oj, a 2 , • • • , a n , a n +i) has the form 7T, 7ra n +i or a n +i so all these products are non-zero. But then, inductively, we have a sequence ( Sands [5] has introduced the middle annihilator of a ring A: the set {a £ A: AaA = 0} and characterised M-nilpotent rings as those for which all non-zero homomorphic images have non-zero middle annihilators. This is analogous to the characterisation of left T-nilpotence alluded to above, using left annihilators. It would be interesting to have a similar description of the rings with (r). We do not have such a description but can get a related upper bound on the class of rings with (r).
For an ordered pair (a, b) of elements of a ring A we define the middle annihilator a(a, b) to be {r G A: arb = 0}.
PROPOSITION 2 . If a ring A satisfies (r) then every non-zero homomorphic image of A is a finite union of middle annihilators of ordered pairs of non-zero elements.
PROOF: Let A 7^ 0 be a ring which is not a finite union of middle annihilators. Hence there exists a n +i G A such that 7ro n -(-i7r' ^ 0 for all TT, TT' , and hence na n +i ^ 0 and a n +iTr' ^ 0 for all n, n 1 . But every product of factors from {ai, a 2 , ••• , a n , a n +i} with different indices must have the form 7ro n -)-i7r' or na n +i or a n +\ic' or •K. Thus inductively we have a sequence (oi, a 2 It is natural to ask whether or not rings with (r) must be prime radical. Since (r) is preserved in homomorphic images, the question has an affirmative answer if and only if there are no prime rings with (r). While this seems highly likely, we have been unable to prove it. We do have some information, however.
PROPOSITION 3 . I£a prime ring has (r) then it has prime characteristic and is not an algebra over an infinite field.
PROOF: Suppose A is a prime ring containing non-zero elements oi, 61, o 2) 6 2 , • • • , a n , b n such that
Then by the result from [4] again, we can assume each a(a.i, bi) (not necessarily a one-sided ideal, but certainly a subgroup) has finite index in A + . Now A is a prime ring, so either A + is torsion-free or pA -0 for some prime p . In the former case, 
